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Why Prototype?

“…the value of prototypes resides less in the
models themselves than in the interactions 
they invite.”

- Michael Schrage , Serious Play



What is a Prototype?

“…prototypes are not necessarily self-
explanatory. What is significant is not what 
media or tools were used to create them, 
but how they are used by a designer to 
explore or demonstrate some aspect of 
the future artifact”.

- Houde & Hill, What do Prototypes Prototype?



What Can be a Prototype?
• Sketches
• Diagrams + Frameworks
• Handmade Constructions
• Machined Constructions
• Virtual Models
• Graphics
• Spaces
• Role Play, Experiences
• Time-Based Media (Animation, Video, Storyboarding)
• Bodystorming
• Scenarios



Prototyping in 3 Stages of Design

LOW RESOLUTION

project time

EVOLVE VALIDATE

# of ideas

low fidelity HIGH RESOLUTIONhigh fidelity

INSPIRE

IDEO  09/28/05 
(referenced from Stanford University)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-We start by prototyping a lot of different ideas, then working our way through to one or two (a few) of the best ideas-We start by high quantity but low quality, then we move to higher quality and lower quantity-The first stage of prototyping is about being rough, producing a lot, in order to inspire even more ideas-The second stage is already getting more focused, so in less #’s but evolving-The third stage is about validating the results-As we move from the first to the third stage, the prototype becomes more and more like the final product



What to Prototype?

“…Prototypes provide the means for 
examining design problems and evaluating 
solutions. Selecting the focus of a 
prototype is the art of identifying the most 
important open design questions.”

- Houde & Hill, What do Prototypes Prototype?



Some Important Questions

• Explore, communicate or test?
• Communicate what?
• Communicate with whom?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you want your prototype to demonstrate  and communicate something, or to evaluate something?Which aspect(s) of your design do you want to represent or evaluate?Who will you show your prototype to?



What Prototypes Prototype?

role

implementation

look & feel

- Houde & Hill, What do Prototypes Prototype?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
”Role” refers to questions about the function that an artifact serves in a user’s life – the way in which it is useful to them”Look and feel” denotes questions about the concrete sensory experience of using an artifact – what the user looks at, feels and hears while using it”Implementation” refers to questions about the techniques and components through which an artifact performs its function – the ’nuts and bolts’ of how it actually functionsThe main question here is: WHICH ASPECT OF YOUR DESIGN DO YOU WANT TO REPRESENT OR EVALUATE?



Philosophy

1. Rough, Rapid and Right
2. Stop Before It’s Perfect
3. Don’t Fall in Love With Your Prototype
4. One Question, One Prototype
5. Embrace Failure
6. Test & Iterate



EXAMPLE: Dissector system for Gyrus
(how it functions)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diego Powered Dissector System for GyrusResult of a unique collaboration btwn Gyrus ENT, IDEO and a panel of expert surgeonsFor sinus surgeriesIDEO designer after talking to surgeons and playing around with some simple and immediately available material on the table, expressed: ”you mean something like this?”Rough and flexible enough to invite further feedback and modifications from the surgeons to the prototype’Right’ or accurate enough to validate an essential insight: that a pistol grip could balance the weight of the motor at the center of the device

http://www.ideo.com/case_studies/gyrus/�


EXAMPLE: Bodystorming airplane interior 
(how it feels) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experiencing an airplane interiorEarly exploration of ideas for the interior layout and components of an airplaneDesign team conducted bodystorming explorations within full-scale foam-core environment simulating the inside of an airplaneUsing props, such as chairs, readily available in the studio, the team enacted and evaluated various physical and social situations and activities/arrangements in a full-scale space: sitting, reading, sleeping, and talking to a travel companion, receiving and eating mealsSome advantages were:Many ideas for physical configurations could be tested in a time- and money-efficient mannerInvolvement of the whole design team created a common focus and a shared ownership of the design directions chosen for future development



EXAMPLE: mindtheavalanche.com
(how it looks)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sara’s master thesis: a prototype demonstrating an educational product (website + handheld application) for learning about avalanches. PowerPoint was used to prototype the look and feel of an actual website (you can see more on this here: http://ldt.stanford.edu/~avalanche/)
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About This Course

MIND THE AVALANCHE training program consists of 7 different modules, each with specific learning 
objectives. Each module is further composed of two or more chapters, with the last chapter offering 
an opportunity to practice what was just learned. To gain maximum benefit from this course, we 
recommend that you move through these modules in the order in which they appear.

The objective of this course is not to replace on-the-field avalanche training, but rather to 
complement it. We strongly recommend that anyone skiing in the backcountry take a field training 
course with a qualified avalanche instructor. The focus of MIND THE AVALANCHE training course is 
not on teaching search and rescue skills for after an avalanche has occurred. We recognize that this 
is an important skill to have. But we have chosen to focus on teaching the right methods and 
attitudes for avoiding avalanches to begin with.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure the “basics” tab remains green so user knows where they are
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Statistics

Study of past disasters and accident trends 
indicates that the character of avalanche 
hazards has changed considerably due to 
human intervention in the past 20 to 30 years. 
The rapid increase in the number of fatalities 
beginning in 1970s is a result of tremendous 
growth in backcountry winter mountain travel 
(skiing, snowboarding, mountaineering, 
snowmobiling). Recent statistics show that the 
average annual number of fatalities is about 14 
per year in the United States and 7 in Canada. 
A quick look at the chart on this page will give 
you an idea of the breakdown of which types of 
recreational activities account for what 
percentage of these avalanches.

North American Avalanche Fatalities by Activity

Most avalanche fatalities in North 
America result from slab releases 
triggered by either the victim or a 

member of the victim’s party.
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Avalanche Skills vs. Travel Skills

Backcountry travel involves risk. Perhaps the biggest risk is 
avalanches, since many of the best recreational spots in the 
backcountry are in avalanche terrain. Avalanches don’t 
happen by accident. As you will see in the following modules, 
natural phenomena (such as changes in temperature, rain, 
new snowfall, and wind) may trigger a slide. However, as this 
chart shows, the majority of avalanches that injure or bury 
people are triggered by the victim of by a member of the 
victim’s party. Additionally, it is important to differentiate 
between backcountry awareness skills and travel skills. 
Research shows that the majority of avalanche victims have 
had some sort of avalanche training. This means being a 
good skier or snowboarder does not eliminate or reduce your 
chances of being caught in an avalanche. You should also 
work on increasing your knowledge and awareness of 
avalanches, and develop habits that would hopefully help you 
avoid getting caught.

North American Avalanche Causes

The greater the difference 
between travel skills and 

avalanche skills, the more 
likely they will eventually 

get caught in an avalanche 
because of their ability to 

access dangerous 
avalanche terrain. 
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Presentation Notes
Get rid of green background, white is better
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What Are Avalanches?

Avalanches are falling masses of snow that can 
contain rocks, soil, or ice. They range in size 
from small sluffs to large slides. However, 
regardless of the size, any avalanche can cause 
trauma, psychological damage, or death. In fact, 
¼ of avalanche victims die in the initial impact 
due to trauma (not because of getting buried and 
suffocated). Even small slides can be dangerous 
if they carry the unwary backcountry traveler into 
or over terrain traps, like cliffs, rocks, trees or 
creeks.
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Some Different Avalanche Types

Depending on the time of the year, the location, the amount of snow accumulation, and various 
other factors, avalanches can come in various shapes and forms. Here are the most prevalent 
types of avalanches:

Dry slab avalanches
Also called the White Death, the Snowy 
Torrent, the Big Guy in the White Suit. Dry slab 
avalanches account for nearly all the avalanche 
deaths in North America. A “slab” is a cohesive 
plate of snow that slides as a unit on the snow 
underneath. A typical slab is about the size of 
half a football field, usually about 1-2 feet deep, 
and it can reach speeds of 20 mph within the 
first 3 seconds and quickly accelerate to 
around 80 mph after the first 6 seconds.  
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Ice avalanches
When glaciers flow over a cliff, they form the ice 
equivalent of a waterfall – an icefall. Falling 
blocks of ice create an avalanche of ice, which 
often entrains snow below it or triggers slabs. 
Especially in big mountains, ice avalanches can 
be large and travel long distances. Despite this, 
ice avalanches kill few people compared to dry 
slabs that people trigger themselves. Most of the 
deaths from ice avalanches occur to climbers in 
big mountains who happen to be in the wrong 
place at the wrong time.
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Wet avalanches
Wet avalanches usually occur when warm air 
temperatures, sun, or rain cause water to 
percolate through the snowpack and decrease 
the strength of the snow. A typical wet avalanche 
travels around 10 to 20 mph, but on steeper 
terrain they can go nearly as fast as a dry slab.

Probably because not as many 
recreationists are out on wet snow days, 
wet avalanches don’t account for nearly 
as many fatalities as dry snow 
avalanches. However, they still account 
for a sizeable percentage of avalanche 
fatalities in maritime climates.
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How Avalanches Work?

Here, we will briefly describe the mechanical way that avalanches fail, fracture, and flow. 
However, as Monty Atwater, the grandfather of American avalanche study puts it, “avalanches 
cannot readily be subdivided, reconstructed, or reduced to laboratory scale…They are best 
observed in their native habitat, and this is an occupation something like trailing a wounded 
African Buffalo”.

Forces that must fail for an avalanche to occur
In order for a slab to become an avalanche it must 
overcome the following forces holding it in place:
•Snow grain bonds at the slab boundaries
•Friction between the slab and the bed surface
•Pinning effect of anchors

Click on each bullet to look at it in more detail.
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Metamorphism

Ice grains nucleate and then grow in clouds that are below 
freezing and where moisture is present. Crystals form 
depending on the temperature and moisture content of the 
atmosphere they fall through. Once snow falls to the 
ground it begins to change in a process called 
metamorphism, where pressure and temperature, acting 
over time, changes the form of the crystals and the texture 
of the sedementary layer of snow.
Metamorphism occurs rapidly in snow and changes the 
structural strength, permeability, thermal conductivity and 
density of the snow cover. The crystalline solid is always 
close to the melting temperature and tends to round the 
grains.

snow metamorphism
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Rounding

The rounding process builds rounded grains which bond 
well to one another creating a snowpack (or layer) that is 
generally increasingly strong.
In weak temperature gradients(<1 degree / 10cm) 
sublimation typically moves ice from convex surfaces to 
concave surfaces in 2 stages:
1.In the initial stage of rounding, the sharp ends of new 
crystals and the points of faceted grains sublimate and the 
resulting water vapour is deposited in concave areas. 
2.Under weak temperature gradients, water vapour moves 
from warm areas to cold, but the rate of movement is 
much slower than in strong temperature gradient 
environments. Slow moving vapour is deposited on the 
colder surfaces in a more homogenous manner and the 
faceted, stepped pattern associated with a strong 
temperature gradient does not occur. 
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Faceting

The faceting process builds angular grains (facets) which 
bond relatively poorly to one another and other grains 
creating a snowpack (or layer) that is generally 
increasingly weak. When the temperature gradient is 
strong (> 1 degree / 10cm) water vapor moves rapidly from 
warm grain surfaces to colder surfaces. Because the 
snowpack usually is warm (at or near 0 degrees C) at the 
ground and colder at the surface, ice sublimates from 
lower,warmer grains and is deposited onto colder grains 
higher up in the snowpack. These colder grains first 
develop sharp corners, then stepped facets.
If the faceting process continues, large, six-sided hollow or 
filled cup shaped grains called depth hoar are formed. 
Depth Hoar is common in Rocky Mountain climates, 
around large rocks and high shrubs, and where the 
snowpack is thin.
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Temperature

The higher you go, the colder the temperature is. This is 
because the sun warms the ground, which in turn warms 
the air, which means that air is warmed from the bottom. 
Rising air expands, and when it expands, it cools. When 
air cools, it causes the water vapor in the air to precipitate, 
thus the miracle of snow and rain. 

“Temperature inversions” occur when cold air lies 
underneath warm air. Cold air is denser than warm air, so 
it tends to sink and pool in valleys. Temperature inversions 
are important to avalanche hunters for the following 
reasons:
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•They tend to form surface hoar on the snow surface, which as we know by now, is a notoriously 
dangerous and persistent weak layer
•They tend to create more faceted snow at lower elevations than upper elevations
•They cause freezing rain. This can dramatically warm the cold snow below the inversion layer, 
which sometimes initiates avalanches.

Wind

There are different types of winds such as prevailing 
winds, drainage winds, upslope winds. An important factor 
related to winds is their loading patterns. More snow 
usually falls at high elevations than at low elevations. 
Similarly, more snow falls on the windward (upwind) sides 
of mountain ranges than the leeward (downwind) side. 

Wind usually starts drifting snow at around 10 mph and 
most of the real action happens between about 15 to 50 
mph.
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Humidity and Precipitation

Humidity simply means the amount of water vapor the air 
does hold compared to the amount of water vapor the air 
can hold. When air rises to get over a mountain range, it 
cools, becomes humid, and when it becomes saturated, it 
forms clouds. If the clouds continue to rise and cool, 
precipitation occurs. Because of this, upper elevations 
tend to have more humid air than lower elevations.

Radiation and snow temperature

Radiation usually controls snow surface temperature much 
more than air temperature – something that most people 
don’t realize. The energy that reaches the earth from the 
sun is composed of different wavelengths. First, there’s 
visible light and ultraviolet radiation, which scientists call 
short-wave radiation, and second, there is heat, which we 
call long-wave radiation. Even though snow is white, when
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EXERCISE 1: Grab your shovel and head to the mountains or the backyard. In a typical 
snowpack, we can find many different snow layers composed of different types of particles. So 
dig a snow-pit and try to identify as many of these layers as possible. If you don’t know how to dig 
a pit, click here.

Here’s a chart you can use to help you identify the various snow crystals you’ll encounter and to 
assess the level of snow stability in each layer. You can also download this chart onto your cell 
phone and take it with you as a reference.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create a downloadable exercise that has to do with identifying different snow crystals and their stability, and which is downloadable into the handheld. 
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EXERCISE 1: Grab your shovel and head to the mountains or the backyard. In a typical 
snowpack, we can find many different snow layers composed of different types of particles. So 
dig a snow-pit and try to identify as many of these layers as possible. If you don’t know how to dig 
a pit, click here.

Here’s a chart you can use to help you identify the various snow crystals you’ll encounter and to 
assess the level of snow stability in each layer. You can also download this chart onto your cell 
phone and take it with you as a reference.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create a downloadable exercise that has to do with identifying different snow crystals and their stability, and which is downloadable into the handheld. 
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download

Follow these instructions 
to download the chart into 
your cell phone using 
Bluetooth:

1.
2.
3.
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